
Our company is looking for a presales solution architect. To join our growing team,
please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for presales solution architect

Monitors the changing competitive landscape and effectively counters
competitor value propositions
Works to build reputation and personal "brand" inside the company and
externally by assisting peers through blogs, white papers, participating in
conferences, and by effectively utilizing social media
Able to define and communicate key value propositions and technical
requirements, quantify the impact of the business problem(s), identify the
strengths and weaknesses of the overall proposed solution, and deliver
solutions to achieve long-term business objectives
Participates in deep-dive discussions and is able to articulate the value
proposition, define key differentiators, and draft high level solution designs
by mapping HPE technologies to customers' technical and business
challenges
Tracks industry developments for specific domains by attending conferences
and industry events, and monitoring social media
Define and execute proof of concepts (POC’s)
Cultivate & maintain positive relationships with customers to ensure account
retention, growth & position HPE as the preferred vendor for meeting
business needs
Identify related needs (lead generation, opportunity expansion)
Participates in deep-dive discussions and gathers information about customer
technical needs and assesses customer's current IT infrastructure and
translates the technical view into the implementation view to architect an

Example of Presales Solution Architect Job
Description
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Collaborates with account teams and other company organizations in
developing and communicating key value propositions and negotiation points
for a specific product set and technology

Qualifications for presales solution architect

Deep technical experience in some significant portion of the analytic
ecosystem technologies, and knowledgeable in others in order to connect
appropriate dots for a given solution
Consulting and leadership skills targeted at customer project roles
Targets Audience Appropriately - Transitions between architects and
implementers at appropriate level for audience
Articulate and persuasive - Can present as a solution team leader and
influence decisions
10 or more years domain experience (corporate sales, implementation, or
presales) with enterprise class Financials Application software
Corporate or public accounting experience


